Academic Accolades

Communications Professor Sid Berger published the article "Cataloging Decorated Papers" in the winter issue of Hand Papermaking. The article discusses his project, an international thesaurus of terminology on decorative papers. The thesaurus will be used worldwide by major paper collections to catalog their holding, all using the same vocabulary.

- GSLIS Professor Ching-chih Chen has joined OCLC Online Computer Library Center as consultant to the president for global digital initiatives among libraries, museums, and archival institutions. OCLC is a nonprofit library membership and research organization that serves 54,000 libraries in 96 countries.

- Susan Duty, assistant professor of nursing,

- Handicaps conference in Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 10.

- CGO Senior Research Faculty Evangelina Holvino presented "Working Across Differences — The Problematic Moment Skills" at M.I.T. Dec. 8, as part of Conexion, Emerging Latino Leaders Program's Latino Human Resource Leadership Development Initiative.

- On Jan. 13, Deborah Kolb, Deloitte Ellen Gabriel Professor for Women and Leadership and Faculty Affiliate at the Center for Gender in Organizations, gave a talk on "Negotiating the Conditions for Leadership Success" at Philips Medical Systems in Andover, Mass.

- Jeff Kosokoff, collection development librarian, is an assistant editor of the recently released 14th edition of Magazines for Libraries (Bowker, 2005).

- Jennifer L. Tanner, research assistant professor with the Simmons